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Electoral System Change, Generations,
Competitiveness and Turnout in New Zealand,
1963–2005
JACK VOWLES*
In 1996 New Zealand changed its electoral system from single-member plurality (SMP) to a Mixed
Member Proportional (MMP) system. This article addresses the effects on turnout of electoral system
change, generational differences and national and district-level competitiveness. Both theory and
cross-sectional empirical evidence indicate that turnout should be higher after the change to MMP.
Yet turnout has declined. Most of this turns out to be an effect of lag effects generated by longer-term
trends of declining competition, and generational experiences. MMP has shifted the main focus of
electoral competition from the district to the national level, with consequent changes in turnout
distribution. Electoral boundary changes also have negative effects under MMP, and most MMP
elections have taken place after an electoral redistribution.
There is general agreement that turnout tends to be higher in countries with proportional
representation (PR) than in those with single-member plurality (SMP) electoral systems, all
other things being equal.1 There is disagreement on the size of the effect, the plausibility of
explanations for it, and how robust it may be.2 Differences between electoral systems can be
identified and analysed on a cross-sectional basis using aggregate country-level data or
micro-level datasets such as that from the Comparative Study of Electoral Systems (CSES).
But it would be helpful to confirm that such differences can also be found when systems
change over time. In principle, the same theoretical logic should apply to cross-sectional and
temporal comparisons. There are a limited number of cases of major electoral system
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change, limiting the opportunities for time series analysis. We still know little about many of
the medium to long-term effects.
The effects of electoral system change on turnout over time can be estimated in New
Zealand, making it a ‘critical case’. After nearly a century of SMP elections, New Zealand
changed in 1996 to a Mixed Member Proportional (MMP) system, and has since held five
elections, the most recent in 2008. Under MMP there are two votes. There is a party vote
for national lists that is used to allocate the total number of seats for each party according
to the Sainte-Lague¨ formula. From these lists, for example, in 2005 fifty-two seats were
allocated on a compensatory or ‘top up’ proportional basis after the tallies of the other
vote, the electorate vote, had determined the candidates elected in the other segment of
the system made up of sixty-nine single-member districts. With a 5 per cent party vote
threshold, also crossed by winning a constituency seat, New Zealand’s MMP therefore
qualifies as a PR system, although its mixed nature needs to be kept in mind.3 As a critical
case of electoral system change, New Zealand’s institutional experiment is worth analysis
in its own right. Whether or not this New Zealand experience can be a source of
generalization about electoral system change and electoral system effects more generally
remains an open question.
This article now proceeds to review the theoretical background to the question of turnout
differences between SMP and PR systems. In the second section, the implications of these
theories are considered more deeply in terms of change over time in the New Zealand case,
generating a list of hypotheses. In the third section, age cohorts associated with generational
effects that recent turnout research has identified empirically are defined and examined.
The fourth section defines and reports a multivariate analysis of data pooled over ten
New Zealand elections, and the fifth concludes and summarizes the findings.
THE THEORETICAL BACKGROUND
Analysis of turnout is normally conducted at the macro or the micro level. This analysis
operates at both these levels, although the macro-cases are elections within one country,
rather than countries and elections. While different explanatory variables tend to be
brought to bear at the macro and micro levels, in principle the theory at the foundation of
the analysis should come from the same source. The point of departure here is rational
choice institutionalism, in which the basic utility-maximizing rational choice model
identifying costs (C), benefits (B), and the probability a vote of having an effect (P) is
supplemented by inferences about the incentives created by different institutional
arrangements (I). While it is acknowledged that this approach has some difficulty in
explaining a high level of individual-level variance in the choice to vote or not to vote, it is
3 Indeed, it may be possible to make further inferences about the supplementary effects of retention of
an SMP component in a mixed PR system after change from SMP. On the main point here, while some
tend to lump mixed systems together, there is a clear and major difference between mixed-member
majoritarian (MMM) and mixed-member proportional systems (MMP) recognized and discussed by
Louis Massicote and Andre´ Blais, ‘Mixed Electoral Systems: A Conceptual and Empirical Survey’,
Electoral Studies, 18 (1999), 341–66; and Matthew Shugart and Martin Wattenberg, ‘Mixed-Member
Electoral Systems: A Definition and Typology’, in Matthew Shugart and Martin Wattenberg, eds,Mixed-
Member Electoral Systems: The Best of Both Worlds? (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2000), pp. 9–24.
MMP systems when they deliver high levels of proportionality fall into two categories, being both
proportional and mixed. ‘PR systems’ cut across list, ordinal, and mixed systems as proportionality is
usually driven much more by district magnitude than ballot structure.
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much more powerful when addressing change on the margins, the main focus here.4
Additionally, the theory can also draw on political learning or socialization effects,
particularly as these apply in the experiences of political generations or age cohorts.
The last two decades of research on electoral turnout indicate that while most of the effects
of PR appear positive, countervailing elements complicate the relationship. Positive effects
include higher perceptions of efficacy under PR,particularly among minorities and those who
prefer small parties, who may be able, or at least may feel it more likely, that they can elect
people to represent them, another influence on P and also on B. A wider range of parties to
choose from may bring out people who are otherwise less likely to vote.5 Perhaps most
important, votes under PR are far more likely to ‘count’, even when cast for losing or non-
government parties, due to greater national competition and higher district magnitude, a P
effect again. Put the other way around, under PR far fewer people have reasons to believe
that their vote will not count. The higher the district magnitude, the less likely it is that
anyone can calculate whether or not their vote will make a difference to a seat allocation.
But to the extent that PR systems generate multi-party systems and coalition governments,
there can be a negative effect on turnout. Party system fragmentation can make the formation
of governments less predictable and transparent, influencingP in the other direction, in terms
of a choice of government.6 The formation and breakdown of New Zealand’s first coalition
government under MMP led to such perceptions.7 At first sight PR systems might be
assumed to enhance mobilization, thus minimizing C. But local party contacts to mobilize
voters happen less, because increasing district magnitude lowers the incentives and increases
the costs for individual candidates to get out the vote, an I factor.8 A mixed-member system
with an SMP component under PR could, conceivably, retain some of those advantages.
Meanwhile, party preferences appear to be stronger under PR,9 presumably offsetting the
deficiencies of mobilization. A balanced or mutually offsetting mixture of these various effects
could mean that the consequence of change of electoral system might not be a turnout effect,
or at least not a major one.
As foreshadowed above, models explaining turnout must now recognize that elections
within a country case are themselves cases at a lower level, with individuals sampled in
4 See, as recent example of this argument, Andre´ Blais, To Vote or Not to Vote: The Merits and Limits
of Rational Choice Theory (Pittsburg: University of Pittsburg Press, 2000).
5 Susan A. Banducci and Jeffrey A. Karp, ‘The Impact of Proportional Representation on Turnout:
Evidence from New Zealand’, Australian Journal of Political Science, 34 (1999), 363–77.
6 Jackman, ‘Political Institutions and Voter Turnout in the Industrial Democracies’. This effect has
recently been confirmed in the sense of ‘broad-based coalition governments’; see Jeffrey A. Karp and
Susan A. Banducci, ‘Political Efficacy and Participation in Twenty-Seven Democracies: How Electoral
Systems Shape Political Behaviour’, British Journal of Political Science, 38 (2008), 311–34; Susan A.
Banducci, Todd Donovan and Jeffrey A. Karp, ‘Proportional Representation and Attitudes about
Politics: Evidence From New Zealand’, Electoral Studies, 18 (1999), 533–55.
7 Raymond Miller, ‘Coalition Government: the People’s Choice’, in J. Vowles, P. Aimer, Susan
Banducci and J. Karp, eds, Voters’ Victory? New Zealand’s First Election Under Proportional Repre-
sentation (Auckland: Auckland University Press, 1998); Jeffrey A. Karp and Shaun Bowler, ‘Coalition
Politics and Satisfaction with Democracy: Explaining New Zealand’s Reaction to Proportional Representa-
tion’, European Journal of Political Research, 40 (2001), 57–79.
8 Jeffrey A Karp, Susan A. Banducci and Shaun Bowler, ‘Getting Out the Vote: Party Mobilization in
a Comparative Perspective’; Jack Vowles, ‘New Zealand: Consolidation of Reform?’ in Michael Galla-
gher and Paul Mitchell, eds, The Politics of Electoral Systems (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2005),
295–312, at p. 306.
9 See Karp and Banducci, ‘Political Efficacy and Participation in Twenty-Seven Democracies’.
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election surveys at a lower level again. For present purposes, elections within countries
should be seen as ‘conditional cases’ in a multi-level model on individual vote or no vote.
They contribute independent variables at the macro-level that are hypothesized to affect
the dependent variable nested at the micro-level. One should also note that the elections
examined here are not a sample but a universe, at least in the sense of making general-
izations about post-MMP New Zealand elections. Therefore, they should not be seen
as constituting a dataset subject to tests of statistical significance, but are rather more
equivalent to data generated in a small-N case study research design.10
Elections are important cases because they form the framework through which to apply
macro-level controls, and particularly to address what Mark Franklin identifies as ‘the
primacy of electoral competition’ (once more, P).11 This article takes on board much of
the Franklin model, seeks to deepen its ‘take’ on the New Zealand case, but adds a note of
scepticism about one of its assumptions. Franklin’s model is particularly relevant to the
effects of electoral system change because, drawing on theories of political learning, it
implies a modification of the rational choice model by suggesting that there could be a lag
effect: behaviours learnt under one set of conditions of B, C and P may not quickly adjust
to new ones. Franklin emphasizes this effect upon younger voters, but others may be
affected too.12 The model is also highly relevant because a change of electoral system
changes the conditions of party competition, and thus P. Where the most competitive
contests take place in a minority of closely contested single-member districts, turnout is
likely to be lower than it would be where the whole country is a single electoral district
that elects members from party lists under PR.
APPLYING THE THEORY TO THE NEW ZEALAND CASE
The New Zealand case challenges electoral systems theory and previous empirical studies,
as turnout has continued a long-term decline under the new MMP system. Figure 1 tracks
valid vote/age-eligible turnout in New Zealand, the most appropriate means of estimating
electoral participation in New Zealand.13 Around the middle of the twentieth century,
New Zealand’s turnout rates were remarkably high for a country without compulsory
voting. After a steady fall up to 1966 accompanied by the beginnings of a process of party
dealignment, electoral participation recovered up to 1984, moderately high by international
standards, but no longer stratospheric.
Turnout dropped steeply in 1987 and 1990, and recovered only slightly in 1993 for the
last SMP election, at which a referendum on the shift to MMP was held, perhaps
10 The extensive literature on these matters and the related debates back and forth between qualitative and
quantitative researchers are perhaps best traversed in Henry E. Brady and David Collier, eds, Rethinking
Social Inquiry: Diverse Tools, Shared Standards (Lanham, Md.: Rowman and Littlefield, 2004).
11 Mark N. Franklin, Voter Turnout and the Dynamics of Electoral Competition in Established
Democracies Since 1945 (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press 2004), p. 207.
12 This article is not intended to be a comprehensive test of all aspects of Franklin’s theory with New
Zealand data. For something closer to this, see Jack Vowles, ‘Voting’, in Raymond Miller, ed., New
Zealand Government and Politics, 4th edn (South Melbourne: Oxford University Press, 2006), pp. 315–26.
But this analysis did not include the 2005 election.
13 Jack H. Nagel, ‘Voter Turnout in New Zealand General Elections 1928–1988’, Political Science, 40
(1988), 16–38; New Zealand Electoral Commission, The New Zealand Electoral Compendium, 3rd edn
(Wellington: New Zealand Electoral Commission, 2003); New Zealand Electoral Commission, The New
Zealand Electoral Compendium, 4th edn (Wellington: New Zealand Electoral Commission, 2006), see
www.elections.org.nz/electoral-compendium-2005.html.
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encouraging a small turnout increase. Turnout increased again at the first MMP election
in 1996.14 But two declines followed with turnout at 71.7 per cent in 2002 and a recovery
in 2005 back up to 76.1 per cent: still lower than at the first MMP election in 1996.15
In 2008, valid vote/age-eligible turnout fell again to 74.7 per cent. New Zealand can no
longer be said to have exceptionally high turnout, as it did in the 1940s and 1950s. At best,
for a country of its size, the current level can be described as slightly higher than
‘ordinary’. Average turnout for the first four elections under MMP was 75.3 per cent. For
the last four under the SMP system it was 79.6 per cent. On the very surface, the claim
that turnout should be higher under a PR system appears to be refuted.
Models that estimate a PR turnout advantage on a cross-sectional basis do so with
appropriate control variables. Analysis over time should do the same. Taking into
account other effects that might be driving decline, turnout under MMP could still be
higher than it would have been under SMP. Changes in social structure could increase or
decrease turnout, if social groups consistently facing different levels of B and C increase
or decrease in size over time. Of more theoretical salience, there are two key variables that
separately or together could account for turnout decline: electoral competitiveness and
age cohort effects driven by the lag effects noted earlier. From the Franklin model, one
can first hypothesize that changes in the closeness of party competition could be part of
an explanation for turnout decline under PR. Defining ‘competition’ for present purposes
admittedly poses some problems, as there is some debate about appropriate indicators of
competitiveness across different electoral systems. One of Franklin’s definitions is the
average difference between the two major parties across all electoral districts under SMP
systems, with PR systems scoring 0, on an assumption of full competition under that
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Fig. 1. Electoral Turnout in New Zealand, 1946–2005
Note: Valid votes on a base of age-eligible turnout.
14 Banducci and Karp, ‘The Impact of Proportional Representation on Turnout: Evidence from New
Zealand’.
15 Jack Vowles, ‘Offsetting the PR Effect? Party Mobilisation and Turnout Decline in New Zealand,
1996–99’, Party Politics, 8 (2002), 587–605; Jeffrey A. Karp and Susan A. Banducci, ‘Political Parties and
Voter Mobilisation’, in Jack Vowles, Peter Aimer, Jeffrey A. Karp, Susan A. Banducci and Raymond
Miller, eds, Voters’ Veto: The 2002 Election in New Zealand and the Consolidation of Minority Government
(Auckland: Auckland University Press, 2004), pp. 104–16.
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effects into competition. But while PR may be, by definition, more competitive, between
elections there is still significant variation in competition within a PR system, as Franklin
also recognizes. The analysis that follows tests whether competition has turnout effects
when defined as the margin between the two main parties in national vote share. If it does,
this estimator can at least be defended on pragmatic grounds.16
Meanwhile, as district-level competition continues in a mixed system, some effects may
persist at that level. As all the datasets analysed here include district-level codes for elections
t and t21, these effects can be modelled at the individual level across the experience of
electoral system change. One expects that perceptions of electoral competition at time t,
however defined, with have direct effects on the probability of voting at time t. And because
the extent of competition at time t is conditioned by competition at the election at t21, that
should also have direct effects at time t. Indeed, its effects should be greater because it is
known rather than anticipated, and has shaped the political arena immediately prior to t. As
pre-election polls are more likely to update perceptions of national competition, competition
effects at both t and t21 are worth estimating separately.
A life-cycle effect has been widely identified in most research on turnout, with young
people less likely to vote but more likely to do so as they grow older and perhaps
becoming more conscious of B. But there is more recent evidence from various countries
that persistent trend effects in patterns of turnout are driven by differences in behaviour
between age cohorts.17 Various explanations are adduced, notably declining ‘civic duty’ in
successive generations, or declining party identifications, but these are either tautology or
simply set the need for explanation one step back. With a combination of political
learning and the P element of rational choice theory, in another key component of his
argument Franklin argues that generational differences may be based in the extent of
electoral competition pertaining when people first have the opportunity to vote, thus
interacting historical competition with age cohort effects. The level of turnout so influenced,
16 This raises pertinent questions about the value and appropriateness of defining national competition in
this way in a multi-party system under PR. The main objection to a two-party distance estimate is the
potentially greater salience of bloc distance under multi-party PR. Yet in the New Zealand context this poses
problems in establishing the identification of centre parties in the process, and how to deal with uncertainties
where small bloc-identified parties may be of questionable viability in terms of the electoral threshold. Given
the equally problematic character of an alternative approach, a two-party estimate under MMP in New
Zealand is justified here on pragmatic grounds. First and foremost, an expectation appears to have been
established early that the major party with the plurality over the other has the greater claim to govern, almost
regardless of the performance of its allies. This is reinforced by the pivotal role of the centre parties that have
almost without exception provided various gradations of support for the plurality winner. Support for these
claims may be found in various places in Raymond Miller, ed., New Zealand Government and Politics
(Melbourne: Oxford University Press, 2006), and Raymond Miller, Party Politics in New Zealand (Mel-
bourne: Oxford University Press, 2005). Of course, the ultimate test lies in the analysis below: if significant
expected effects are found for national competition as defined here, then, at least provisionally, this means of
estimation can be defended as, at least, the best approximation at hand. This definition also correlates with
Franklin’s average constituency competition variable at r5 0.89.
17 Warren E. Miller and J.M. Shanks, The New American Voter (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard Univer-
sity Press, 1996); W. Lyons and R. Alexander, ‘A Tale of Two Electorates: Generational Replacement and
the Decline of Voting in Presidential Elections’, Journal of Politics, 62 (2000), 1014–34; Robert Putnam,
Bowling Alone: The Collapse and Revival of American Community (New York: Simon and Schuster, 2000);
Andre´ Blais, Elizabeth Gidengil, Neil Nevitte and Richard Nadeau, ‘Where Does Turnout Decline Come
From?’ European Journal of Political Research, 43 (2004) 221–36; Jack Vowles, ‘Voting’, in Raymond
Miller, ed., New Zealand Government and Politics, 4th edn (Melbourne: Oxford University Press, 2006),
pp. 316–26.
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Franklin argues, plants a ‘footprint’ on subsequent behaviour. The lowering of the voting
age, in particular, is said to have had a detrimental effect on turnout because those affected
were not old enough to be sufficiently integrated into the social networks that lower the costs
and bring attention to the benefits of electoral participation.18
If competition has declined over time, and there is sufficient stability in behaviour
within age cohorts, older age cohorts will have higher turnout habits, and younger age
cohorts will have lower turnout habits that persist as their members grow older. There-
fore, turnout will decline. Contextual and institutional changes may affect all voters to
some extent, but the footprint of early experience will make trends of change ‘sticky’.
Smoothing out the data, there is some evidence of declining national electoral competition
in New Zealand over the last half of the twentieth century, but there is great variation
from one election to the next.19 If the youth footprint theory holds, election-contextual
and institutional change will most influence people entering the electorate. They are most
likely to take an imprint of either higher or lower turnout. If it significantly enhances
perceptions of electoral competition, the change to proportional representation could
increase turnout among new voters most open to new habits but have little or no effects
on older generations among whom turnout habits are already imprinted.
Derived from the combination of rational choice institutionalism and political learning
theories explained above, the hypotheses can now be summarized as follows:
HYPOTHESIS 1. Age-cohort effects may affect turnout more than life-cycle effects.
(a) If there is a trend of declining electoral competitiveness it will set a pattern of long-
term turnout decline.
(b) Those belonging to age cohorts entering the electorate after the lowering of the voting
age will have a similarly lower probability of voting.
(c) Otherwise, age-cohort differences are driven by turnout at the time those age groups
entered the electorate.
HYPOTHESIS 2. As electoral system change affects the nature of electoral competitiveness,
there will be a positive effect for PR on turnout, strongest among people
in the early stages of their voting life under PR.
HYPOTHESIS 3. Other things being equal, turnout under PR should be higher than under
the SMP system.
HYPOTHESIS 4. Estimated directly, electoral competitiveness at times t and t-1 will directly
affect levels of turnout.
(a) Under PR, the extent of national competition will have the strongest effect, most
likely at time t given the influence of polls.
(b) Under the old SMP system, competitiveness at the level of the electoral district will
have the strongest effect, most likely at time t21 because district-level information is
mostly derived from the last election.
These hypotheses are tested with pooled data from the successive New Zealand Election
Studies (NZES), and other earlier data (see Appendix). NZES from the 2008 election is
18 Franklin, Voter Turnout and the Dynamics of Electoral Competition, pp. 59–64; Eric Plutzer,
‘Becoming a Habitual Voter: Inertia, Resources, and Growth in Young Adulthood’, American Political
Science Review, 96 (2002), 41–56.
19 Vowles, ‘Voting’, p. 320.
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not yet available. Vote or not vote is based on validated samples from 1990 onward,
although this does present some complications for the 2002 and 2005 elections that can be
overcome (see Appendix).20 Unfortunately, many of the earlier datasets also omit some
significant social, demographic and attitudinal variables, including party mobilization, for
which there is considerable evidence for turnout effects.21
However, Table 1 indicates a close relationship between data on party contact by telephone
and visit across the elections from 1993 to 2005. Indeed party contact correlates with the
margin between the two major parties at r5 0.92. We can, therefore, assume that a national
level estimate of two-party competition captures most of the effects of competition.
DEFINING THE AGE COHORTS
To estimate ‘pure’ generational effects, age cohorts must be defined to reflect the hypo-
thesized effects of different generational experiences affecting perceptions of B, C and P
when voters entered the electorate, perhaps persisting into later life, and thus resisting a
more recent competitive context. The effects of competition at the time of entering the
electorate can also be modelled separately, as can the level of turnout at that time.
People born before 1933 experienced the Depression, those born after 1934 and before
1945 grew up during the Second World War and slightly after: these periods define the
‘depression’ and ‘war’ generations. The first year in which the ‘baby boom’ generation
were born is understood as 1945. That group is split into those who began voting before
the lowering of the voting age, and those who began after. Those born in 1965 entered
voting in the 1980s, a period of economic reform and cynicism about government, and are
often given the label ‘generation X’. ‘Generation Y’ are those born in 1975 and after, who
began voting just before or after the change to MMP.
TABLE 1 Competitiveness and Mobilization in New Zealand Elections, 1993–2005
Election
% respondents reporting party
contact by visit or telephone







Source: New Zealand Election Studies 1993–2005.
20 Turnout on a validated basis is, of course, preferable to self-reported turnout, which tends to be
over-estimated in most surveys: see Jeffrey A. Karp and David Brockington, ‘Social Desirability and
Response Validity: A Comparative Analysis of Over-Reporting Voter Turnout in Five Countries’, Journal
of Politics, 67 (2005), 825–40. While those misreporting tend to have attitudinal characteristics midway
between voters and non-voters, this is still a source of bias. Unfortunately, validated turnout data in New
Zealand has developed some flaws since 2002. See the Appendix for further discussion of this issue, and
how its effects have been minimized in the analysis that follows.
21 Steven J. Rosenston and John Mark Hansen,Mobilization, Participation, and Democracy in America
(New York, MacMillan, 1993); Jack Vowles, ‘Dealignment and Demobilisation? Nonvoting in New
Zealand 1938–1990’, Australian Journal of Political Science, 29 (1994), 96–114; Vowles, ‘Offsetting the PR
Effect?’
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Figure 2 plots turnout by members of these generations by their ages at the election
at which they appear in the samples across successive New Zealand election studies. Polynomial
curves are drawn across the cross-tabulated data for each generation, age by turnout and
merged together into the figure.22 The series of elections covered begins in 1963 and was
continuous from 1987 but there are significant gaps.23 The series includes six elections under the
SMP system (1963, 1975, 1981, 1987, 1990 and 1993) and four under MMP (1996 onwards).
The figure shows substantial differences between the generations, although not those
expected. Because of gaps in the data, and variations in electoral context within each
snapshot of generational experience, the patterns need to be interpreted carefully. The
depression generation demonstrates the least failure to vote, but only after the age of
45 or so. In 1963 the data for this group begins in the 30s age group upwards, so we do
not know the extent to which its members voted when younger, in the 1950s and before.
But the slope of the curve suggests that like almost all the generations, about 30 per cent
may not have voted at their first election, although this seems high given the health of
turnout in the period. The exceptional generation appears to be that of 1945–51, the first
wave of the baby boom. Its members would have begun voting in the late 1960s, at a time
of high youth engagement in politics, at least reputedly so. However, the earliest data
from this group comes from 1975 onward, so again there is no data for the elections when
they began to vote. There seems little evidence of a lowered voting age effect that should
affect the next cohort, ‘baby boom two’, 1952–64.
Figure 2 presents intriguing data, but the information it provides from early elections
is thin. Later, with more elections contributing, it glosses over, or may be distorted by,
differences in competition between elections. For example, generation Y’s very different
trajectory stands out, probably reflecting declining national competition in the second and
third MMP elections. Nonetheless, these patterns cast doubt on the ‘youth footprint’ thesis.
Where it can be directly estimated, it seems that turnout among the young has not declined



























Fig. 2. Not-voting by age in each generation in New Zealand, 1963–2005
Note: Second-order polynomials drawn through not voting by age in each generation.
Source: Successive NZES and other election studies (see Appendix).
22 Data for each year of age for each cohort could be shown, but high sampling error in small cells
makes it hard to read, so this statistical smoothing is the best approach.
23 Missing are 1966, 1969, 1972, 1978 and 1984.
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MULTIVARIATE ANALYSIS
To penetrate more deeply into the combined, partial and possibly interactive effects of
generations, competition and electoral system change, Tables 2A and B, display the
findings from six logistic regression models progressively adding sets of the relevant
variables and thus ‘decomposing’ the generational and electoral system effects. As before,
generations are defined from year of birth. Life-cycle effects are estimated from age at
the time of behaviour, expressed in quadratic terms by the addition of the square of age to
the model to capture the nonlinear shape of the relationship displayed in Figure 2.24 More
detailed variable definitions and discussion of alternative approaches are provided in
TABLE 2A Probabilities of Not Voting: Cohort Effects and System Change,
1963–2005
Model I Model II Model III
B S.E. Prb B S.E. Prb B S.E. Prb
Reference: pre 1934
Born 1934–44 0.43** 0.08 4 0.37** 0.08 4 0.31** 0.08 3
Born 1945–51 0.49** 0.09 5 0.33** 0.11 3 0.22* 0.11 2
Born 1952–64 0.80** 0.09 9 0.64** 0.11 7 0.53** 0.11 6
Born 1965–74 1.04** 0.12 13 0.90** 0.13 11 0.84** 0.13 11
Born 1975– 1.07** 0.14 13 0.82** 0.17 10 0.93** 0.17 12
Age (18–100) 20.08** 0.01 260 20.07** 0.01 258 20.06** 0.01 251
Age Squared 0.00** 0.00 94 0.00** 0.00 94 0.00** 0.00 91
Votr in elections 1–3 20.05 0.07 21 20.06 0.07 21 20.30** 0.09 23
SMP 0.06 0.05 1 0.06 0.05 1 20.01 0.05 0
Turnout elections 1–3 20.03* 0.01 22 20.04** 0.01 27
Vote 1–33 SMP 0.46** 0.11 6
Constant 20.54 0.30 1.60 0.93 2.48* 0.95
N 26,614 26,614 26,614
Cox and Snell R2 0.04 0.04 0.04
Notes: Tables 2A and 2B: Logit estimates and minimum–maximum probabilities. For further
details see Appendix.
* Statistically significant at p, 0.05. ** Statistically significant at p, 0.01.
24 Technically, these are age-period-cohort (APC) models, raising issues of ‘identification’ because of
their origins in a linear association, each of these effects arising from a combination of the other two: see
William M. Mason and Stephen E. Frieberg, eds, Cohort Analysis in Social Research: Beyond the Identi-
fication Problem. New York: Springer-Verlag, 1985. The ‘fix’ for this problem is a theoretically appro-
priate dropping of one of the three variables, or otherwise a linear restriction on one of them. Here, the
links are weakened the identification of dummy variables for cohorts and ‘period’ that are not simply
mechanically related to the structure of the dataset. Instead they are derived from theory and the specific
hypothesis addressed. In fact, as there is only one ‘period’ dummy, this alone should solve the problem.
(While this might be taken to under-specify theoretically relevant period effects, the addition of com-
petition variables serves as a proxy for election by election differences, another route around the identi-
fication problem.) See, as an example of previous research in political science on this basis, Richard
Johnston, ‘Political Generations and Electoral Change in Canada, British Journal of Political Science, 22
(1992), 93–115. Perhaps the most devastating criticism of APC models does not apply here – that over a
long time series it makes no logical sense to control for a period where many respondents could not have
experienced it, having either not been born at the time or have died before. But as the period effect here is
a proxy for electoral system change, its logic is a counterfactual for the alternative electoral system: what
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the Appendix. The first model is based on the variables used to draw Figure 2, plus the
identification of new voters and electoral system change. It sums up the effects more
clearly than was possible by visual inspection. Against nonvoting/voting it regresses
generations and life-cycle effects, respondents facing one of their first three elections, and
a dummy variable for SMP or MMP elections.25 One should note that this variable is a
proxy for the SMP/PR difference, not a direct estimate of its effects.
This model partly confirms Hypothesis 1. People in successive generations are progressively
less likely to vote when compared to the reference group, the pre-1934 depression generation.
TABLE 2B Probabilities of Not Voting: Cohort Effects, System Change and
Competitiveness, 1963–2005
Model IV Model V Model VI
B S.E. Prb B S.E. Prb B S.E. Prb
Reference: pre-1934
Born 1934–44 0.24** 0.08 3 0.18* 0.08 2 0.19 0.10 2
Born 1945–51 0.08 0.11 1 20.01 0.12 0 0.05 0.14 1
Born 1952–64 0.33** 0.11 4 0.22 0.12 3 0.37* 0.16 4
Born 1965–74 0.49** 0.14 7 0.37* 0.15 5 0.62** 0.20 8
Born 1975– 0.39* 0.19 5 0.27 0.20 4 0.49* 0.25 6
Age (18–100) 20.09** 0.01 268 20.09** 0.01 268 20.06** 0.01 252
Age Squared 0.00** 0.00 95 0.00** 0.00 95 0.00** 0.00 85
New voters elections 1–3 20.26* 0.10 23 20.27** 0.10 23 20.34** 0.11 24
SMP 0.06 0.06 1 0.19 0.25 2 20.21 0.32 22
Turnout elections 1–3 20.03** 0.01 26 20.03** 0.01 26 20.03* 0.01 26
Vote 1–3 * SMP 0.29* 0.12 4 0.31** 0.12 4 0.25 0.14 3
Country Margin (t) 0.03** 0.01 9 0.04** 0.01 11 0.03** 0.00 8
Country Margin (t21) 0.03** 0.00 7 0.05** 0.01 9 0.02** 0.01 4
District Margin (t) 0.00 0.00 0 0.00 0.00 0 0.00 0.00 22
District Margin (t21) 0.01** 0.00 9 0.00* 0.00 4 0.00 0.00 3
Boundary Change 0.16** 0.05 2 0.35** 0.12 4
Country Margin (t, SMP) 20.02 0.01 24 20.02 0.02 23
Country Margin (t21, SMP) 0.00 0.02 23 0.01 0.03 2
District Margin (t, SMP) 0.00 0.00 22 0.00 0.00 2
District Margin (t21, SMP) 0.01** 0.00 18 0.01** 0.00 12
Boundary Change * SMP 20.42* 0.15 24
Female 20.13** 0.04 22
Married 20.31** 0.05 24
University Degree 20.65** 0.07 27
Manual Household 0.22** 0.04 3
Maori 0.74** 0.06 11
Born Overseas 0.29** 0.06 4
Constant 2.12* 0.98 2.60 0.99 1.94 1.14
N 24,797 24,775 19,562
Cox and Snell R2 0.045 0.047 0.06
(F’note continued)
might have happened if earlier respondents had experienced the conditions of PR, and what the most
recent respondents might have done had they experienced the SMP system.
25 Most specifically, and as indicated above, as there is only one ‘period effect’ dummy, this constrains
other potential election-specific effects to 0.
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The percentage probability figures estimate this effect at the mean age in the samples, in the
late 40s, and where the preliminary analysis in Figure 2 identifies the beginning of significant
variation. The difference between the baby boom two cohort first affected by the lowering
of the voting age and the reference category of those born before 1934 is smaller than that
for Generations X and Y. But there remains a significant life-cycle effect. At this stage
there is no new voter effect independent of the life-cycle effects. After taking into account
‘sticky’ generational effects and the variation in the age structure between elections, not
voting was 1 per cent more likely under the SMP system. But this estimate is too small for
statistical significance, effectively refuting Hypothesis 3.
No significant effects were found when attempting to estimate the competitiveness
pertaining when respondents first voted at one of their first three elections.26 The second
model adds an alternative estimate of the ‘footprint’, an average of turnout at the first
three elections respondents could vote. This did prove significant, but only in the absence
of the estimate of competitiveness at respondents’ first to third elections. The difference
between the turnouts at the elections all those surveyed experienced when young is about
15 percentage points. In the first model, this difference has a 2 per cent effect on turnout.
With this control, the probabilities that members of the various age cohorts are less likely
to vote than the pre-1934 reference group somewhat reduce. Cohort effects remain
strongest on those born after 1975 and starting to vote in the 1990s. This ‘footprint’
variable cannot measure respondents’ behaviour when first voting, only its context, so the
effects noted are probably an under-estimate. However, it has no association with the
extent of competition when those respondents first began voting. If there was a footprint,
it did not come from competition, but instead through other unknown contextual factors
that enhanced or reduced turnout at that time.
Model III tests Hypothesis 2, interacting the change of electoral system and new voters.
It suggests that new voters are more likely to vote under MMP, and were less likely to
vote under SMP. However, the minimum–maximum probability estimates are difficult to
interpret because of the interaction effect, which can sometimes be misleading in non-
linear models such as these. When predicted probabilities of not voting are derived from
the model, new voters were indeed less likely not to vote under MMP (16 per cent) and
more likely not to vote under SMP (just over 23 per cent), and the two sets of 95 per cent
confidence intervals around those probabilities do not overlap. However, there was no
difference in the propensity not to vote across the two systems when all voters are taken
into account. People voting after their first three elections are slightly less likely to vote
under MMP than under SMP, although this effect is too small to register statistically in its
own right.
Model IV tests the general principle of Hypothesis 4 and adds competitiveness, measured
negatively as the margins across the whole country, and electoral district by district,27
26 See appendix for details of the two alternative ‘historical competitiveness’ variables used. One of
Franklin’s key claims was also tested in alternative models: namely, that new voters experiencing their
first three elections will be significantly more affected by competitiveness. Various simple models on
competitiveness, new voters and an interaction between them found no significant effects for the inter-
action in the hypothesized direction, either at time t or t21. Testing another Franklin competitiveness
indicator, no effects were found for the difference between the percentage of the largest party vote and 50
per cent, either as a main effect or interacted with competitiveness.
27 All the election studies contain respondent codes for electoral districts. These data reflect the level of
local competition experienced by each respondent at the election for which they were sampled, and the
one before.
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between the two largest parties in elections t and t21. Effects are found for country-level
margins at t and t21, but district margins only have an effect at t21, the previous election.
This supports the inference that a relative absence of polls at district level means that
expectations are driven by the last election, without updating.
This makes sense, and is a far more plausible explanation of the district-level effects of
competitiveness in terms of voter knowledge and party mobilization than the margin at
the election currently contested. No one can be sure about that until votes are counted. As
for country-level effects, in an era of polls respondents would have better national-level
information about the current election than local-level information about the current
situation in their own district, so an effect for current national competitiveness also makes
most sense. In this model, turnout at respondents’ first elections has increased effects. The
new voter turnout predicted probability differences across the electoral systems slightly
increase to nearly 6 points, but the confidence intervals begin to overlap. Model IV also
controls for electoral boundary redistributions that take place every five years in New
Zealand. All but one election under MMP has been held with new boundaries, a higher
proportion than previously under the SMP system. A boundary change tends to increase
the percentage not voting by about 2 per cent.
Model V interacts electoral system differences with the four competitiveness indicators
and the timing of boundary changes. The main effects represent the situation under
MMP, and suggest that country-level competition is the main driver of turnout under PR,
as one would expect with a compensatory party vote. There are signs of a small driver for
district-level competition that may be consistent with a limited survival of district-level
competition effects in a mixed system. The interactions represent the situation under
SMP. They hint that under the SMP system the lagged district margin is the only com-
petitive driver of turnout. It has a quite substantial effect of 18 per cent between the safest
and the most marginal electoral district. Generational effects reduce, with the first wave of
baby boomers and Generation Y losing statistical significance. New voter effects for
electoral system differences remain, but the confidence intervals overlap even more.
Most notably, the effects of electoral boundary changes appear to differ by electoral
system. Under SMP, boundary changes appear to enhance turnout whereas under MMP they
appear to enhance not voting. This may make sense, as there is more incentive for parties to
mobilize voters under the SMP system, particularly so when boundaries have changed and
party organizations are required to adapt. Under MMP, local party organizations have less
incentive to be active. But there is an alternative explanation. Party organizations and party
memberships have declined over time in New Zealand as elsewhere, and are much weaker
under MMP than they were under the SMP system. Thus their capacity to adapt to boundary
changes is weakened, regardless of electoral system differences.
With confidence intervals, Figure 3 plots the predicted probabilities with and without
boundary changes under both systems, and estimates the effects of electoral system on
voting or not voting on the basis of Model V. The different effects of boundary changes
under the two systems are confirmed. Under SMP, the differences tend to be too small for
confidence, but under MMP the intervals do not overlap. Figure 3 also shows that, all
other things equal, turnout should be about 2.5 per cent higher under MMP than it would
be under the SMP system. However, the confidence intervals slightly overlap. Moreover,
interpretation of this finding is questionable. It relies on only one MMP election for which
there was no prior boundary change that coincided with a turnout recovery and high
national competition. If MMP weakens party organizations’ ability to mobilize, the
effects of boundary changes are intrinsic to the system and an inappropriate control.
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Yet, three out of the four MMP elections from the data used here were affected by
boundary changes, compared to only three out of the six SMP elections. It does seem
plausible that boundary changes will most adversely affect weak party organizations.
Adding social structure controls that provide more information about factors that may
shape C and B, Model VI provides the most stringent test of the various hypotheses,
although it drops all cases from 1963, 1981 and 1987, leaving only three FPP elections
against the four MMP elections, opening up some room for doubts.28 Dropping these
cases makes little difference to an alternative version of Model V, but choice between the
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Fig. 3. Effects of Boundary Changes on the Propensity Not to Vote Under SMP and MMP, and the
Predicted Probability of Not Voting After Controls for Generations, Life Cycle, Competitiveness and
Boundary Changes
Note: Lines represent 95 per cent confidence intervals around the predicted probabilities of not voting.
Data derived from Table 2B, Model V, all other independent variables held at their means.
28 STATA drops the main effect for the SMP system on grounds of collinearity when the boundary change
interaction is included in this model, so this cannot be tested against social structure controls. Note that the
model also excludes all but one of the elections at which turnout data was not validated, to some extent
addressing doubts about the effects of employing both validated and non-validated data. Note also that
country margin at time t under SMP appears to have a negative effect, which is counter-intuitive. This is likely
to be the result of collinearity with district margin (r5 0.78) in the most restricted sample.
29 It may reasonably be asked why party identification is not included in any of the models, particularly
as a similar study of turnout over time in Britain relies on partisanship for much of its explanation of
turnout decline there: see Oliver Heath, ‘Explaining Turnout Decline in Britain, 1964–2006: Party
Identification and the Political Context, Political Behaviour, 29 (2007), 493–516. Party identification was
included in alternate versions of the models, and its effect was to significantly boost their predictive power
but without having major influences on the signs or values of the other variables. Levels of party identi-
fication in the pre-MMP samples averaged 67 per cent, and only 56 per cent under MMP. This is not
consistent with cross-country evidence indicating that party preferences tend to be stronger under PR
cited above and, on the surface, this could appear to account for the failure for turnout to increase under
MMP. However, addition of party identification to the models makes no difference to the electoral system
effects estimated. Its effects are instead to mute somewhat the effects of new voters and competitiveness.
Logically, however, in terms of the theoretical approach adopted here, one assumes party identifications
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is stronger without the social structure controls, because on average the dropped SMP
elections tend to have a stronger relationship between turnout and competitiveness than
those remaining in the model (see Appendix). Most significantly, Generation Y cohort
effects open up again after the addition of social structure controls rather than being
further reduced, which might have been the case if social structure formed part of an
explanation of the generational differences.30 Instead, social structure controls open them
out again and remain most significant for Generation X. The effects of competitiveness
persist in slightly reduced form after the addition of controls for social structure, all of
which have significant turnout effects. New voter effects narrow to 3.5 per cent, and the
confidence intervals overlap even more. People qualifying to vote for their first few times
by reason of age may vote more under MMP than they did under SMP, but at the end of
the process of adding further control variables we cannot be at all sure of this.
Figure 4 is drawn from probabilities of not voting under the two different systems at an
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Fig. 4. Probability of Not Voting Under SMP and MMP by Electorate Vote Margins
Note: Probabilities from model VI calculated at a country percentage margin of 7 points at both t and t21, all
other variables at means. Electorate votemargins calculated as plotted for both t and t21. Broken lines represent
95 per cent confidence intervals above and below the two main lines. See the Appendix for further details.
(F’note continued)
are affected by these variables, new voters being less likely to have identifications, and identifications
tending to be affected by competitiveness and associated mobilization. Party identification is therefore an
intervening variable that, if included in the models, acts to mask the effects of the more theoretically
significant variables causally prior to it and, therefore, for present purposes is an inappropriate control.
30 As noted earlier, while such social structure controls tend to be most strongly emphasized by alternative
‘resource’ theories of political participation, they can also be theorized in rational choice terms by way of
access to information, differences in political knowledge (C), and efficacy (the latter influencing P).
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other variables set at their means. It shows the differences in turnout, shaped by the
change of electoral system, between safe and marginal electoral districts. The two sets of
95 per cent confidence intervals separate out at a margin of about 40 percentage points.
Over the last four SMP elections, somewhat more than a tenth of the voters were
in electorates with margins at that point or higher.31 The confidence intervals are particu-
larly wide for SMP because of the smaller number of cases, and due to the exclusion of
three SMP elections.
But despite the overlapping confidence intervals over most of Figure 4, one can be
reasonably confident the effect is robust. Official data on turnout by electorate under
SMP and MMP confirms that competitiveness does matter, and more so when estimated
at t21).32 The incentive to vote under the SMP system progressively decreased as elector-
ates became safer for incumbent parties. Under MMP, once other factors such as the
greater effects of national competition are taken into account, this effect has almost
entirely disappeared. Note, also, that the confidence intervals separate out again when
competition is at its maximum (that is, with non-competitiveness at close to 0). All else
equal, the lack of overlap of confidence intervals at both ends of the lines indicates that
turnout may have been higher in electoral districts under the SMP system where the
margin was less than 17–18 percentage points, as compared to similarly competitive
districts under MMP. This is another likely explanation for the apparent absence of a
positive turnout effect under MMP, as up to 35 per cent of electors may be eligible to vote
in those districts. However, if there is a turnout difference in the marginal districts that
favours the SMP system, it is much smaller than the gap that opens up in safe seats.33
The social structure variables indicate aspects of social change over the period, indic-
ating their value as controls. The proportions of the population married and in manual
households have declined. People from the indigenous Maori minority population,
those with university education and those born overseas have increased. The findings
above confirm that the generational differences estimated across the various models have
31 It is worth noting that the incentive under the MMP system is for parties to shift their mobilization
efforts from marginal to safe seats, as in their areas of strength parties should find mobilization costs
lower and more potential to grow their vote by converting non-voters into voters. For an early investiga-
tion of this, see David Denemark, ‘Campaign Activities and Marginality: The Transition to MMP
Campaigns’, in Jack Vowles et al., eds, Voters’ Victory, pp. 81–100.
32 See the Appendix for the results of regressions of constituency competitiveness again constituency
turnout at time t, and some at t21, for the elections analysed here. From these data it appears that the
extent to which time t district competitiveness drives turnout may vary according to another contextual
variable, the election winner. Labour party victories tend to be associated with larger effects, National
victories with smaller ones. But post-MMP, there have been three Labour victories, all with much lower
effects than with Labour victories under FPP. ‘Party winner’ and an interaction between it and district
competitiveness were included in alternate models, and neither proved statistically significant. One sur-
mises that for reasons of social structure higher turnout is easiest to achieve in National-held safe seats,
particularly when the party is heading for victory. The controls for social structure in the final model,
therefore, take much of this into account. Where boundary changes do not complicate the comparison,
the constituency-level data also conform that the effects of district competitiveness tend to be stronger
when measured at time t21.
33 Possible interactions between boundary changes and the effects of lagged district competitiveness on
not voting were tested in split SMP and MMP versions of Model V. This was to test the hypothesis that
the almost flat line under MMP could be an artefact of the high proportion of boundary changes under
the system, drawing Figure 4 findings into question. However, the steepness of the relationship was the
same with or without boundary changes under both systems, with the effects of change under MMP
simply stepped up at higher probabilities consistent with Figure 4.
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most substantial effects for the two most recent generations: Generations X and Y,
those born after 1965, the generations after the one most exposed to the lowering of the
voting age.
There is some difference for the second wave of the baby boom that may be the result
of lowering of the voting age to which Franklin ascribes negative effects on turnout.34 Yet
one should not rule out the potential impact of the cultural changes of the 1960s and
1970s. At the time that many of this group entered or had just entered the electorate in
the late 1970s and early 1980s, competitiveness and turnout were high, and political
mobilization was increasing both in terms of party membership and activism in social
movements.35 However, the mobilization effects of the 1960s and 1970s appear to have
had their strongest effects on the first wave of baby-boomers who qualified to vote at 21.
As for the two post-1965 generations more prone not to vote, a hypothetical X,
a person born in 1965, would have had the opportunity to cast their first vote in 1984,
an election characterized by high turnout, moderate competitiveness and a change
of government. That government went on to embrace a radical programme of market
liberalization that was not signalled or anticipated. A perceived lack of government
accountability to the electorate became an issue, turnout began to fall, and dissatisfaction
with government peaked in the early 1990s just before electorate system change. One can
hypothesize that the generations beginning to vote since 1984 would begin their political
lives with less confidence in the responsiveness of government, and would therefore be
less likely to have maintained a habit of voting as they grew older. Limited survey data
from the period before electoral system change makes the testing of this more elaborated
version of the ‘footprint’ hypothesis impossible within the models specified here, but
more specific analysis of the under 40 age groups in the post-1987 datasets might pay
dividends.36
Can a ‘youth footprint’ theory of the habit of voting still hold, even if driven by
other factors than electoral competition? If so, one might still expect members of older
generations to develop lower expectations about voting, although without such a strong
effect on their likelihood of doing so. One can identify each generation with the ages that
its members would have experienced the 1980s in a more detailed examination of Figure 2
above. Changes in expectations of government accountability in the 1980s and the steep
turnout declines in 1987 and 1990 appear to have been reflected across all the generations.
There is some evidence for a youth footprint and of some ‘stickiness’, but it is not one
impressed by the weight of electoral competition when people entered the electorate.
There is evidence of a footprint affected by the level of political mobilization at
respondents’ first elections. But other evidence suggests such effects can be eroded. The
data currently available to test further conjectures is sparse, and may not be up to the
challenge. This interpretation is also vulnerable to question as a single-country specific
explanation of a trend found in other countries without the same political experience, or
at least without one that was so intense.37
34 Franklin, Voter Turnout and the Dynamics of Electoral Competition, pp. 61–8.
35 Vowles, ‘Dealignment and Demobilisation?’
36 There is NZES panel data over up to four waves over the 1990, 1993, 1996 and 1999 elections, and
again between 1996, 1999, 2002 and 2005. However, small Ns and high attrition make its use problematic,
although it would no doubt be useful if this data were to be explored in further research.
37 For example, Russell Dalton, Democratic Challenges, Democratic Choices: The Erosion of Political
Support in Mass Democracies (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2004).
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CONCLUSIONS
In absolute terms, turnout at New Zealand elections fell in 1999 and 2002 for three main
reasons. First, and longer term, there were the effects of recent generations with a habit of lower
turnout moving into the electorate, while members of older generations with a habit of higher
turnout were leaving it. Secondly, subject to short-term fluctuation, there was less competition
between the two major parties and this spilled over into declining party mobilization and
campaign expenditures, at least until the 2005 recovery on both factors. Thirdly, both elections
were held under new district boundaries, and new boundaries impact more heavily underMMP
than under the SMP system. While it is impossible to control for the direct effects of campaign
mobilization in the pooled models used in this article, most of this is captured by estimates of
competitiveness. If lower levels of grass roots mobilization are a feature of list PR, this control
is arguably redundant. In 2005, the election was more competitive, and held under the same
boundaries as in 2002. Turnout recovered, although not to the level of the last election under
the SMP system in 1993. Long-term generational effects have made that level harder to reach
even under conditions of relatively high competition. In addition, one can speculate that lower
expectations of government accountability laid down in the 1980s and early 1990s may con-
tinue to suppress the potential for increasing turnout in New Zealand across all generations, but
perhaps somewhat more among those people who began voting at that time, and afterward.
Other things being equal, and despite absolute decline, overall turnout under MMP is no
lower than it would have been had the SMP system survived. In the hypothetical absence of
system change, it is even possible that turnout in New Zealand under SMP could have fallen
slightly lower than under MMP. That said, the evidence for ‘no difference’ is probably
strongest. There is robust support for the hypothesis that low competition for the electorate
vote in many districts quite strongly discourages turnout under the SMP system, but also
evidence that close district-level competition no longer drives turnout as much as it did under
the SMP system. These are well-known features of SMP systems already well understood, but
estimated here for the first time in a model allowing direct comparison with the new pattern
under MMP. National competition for the PR or party vote has partly offset this disincentive
to vote in uncompetitive electorates. New Zealand’s experience with electoral system change
provides some further useful insight into the different incentive structures of turnout under
SMP and PR conditions. Identification of the different effects of boundary changes under the
two systems is almost certainly an original finding that merits investigation cross-nationally.
Some combinations of incentives and experiences may enhance turnout more under PR than
SMP. Others may not, and New Zealand, on the best estimates possible, illustrates how the
different influences can offset each other.
One more puzzle remains. Current generational patterns may be partly the result of a
‘footprint’ left from turnout behaviour in the past. But as noted earlier, in alternative models
the ‘footprint’ does not seem to reflect the competitiveness of the elections that provided
people’s first opportunities to vote. Meanwhile, the contextual effects of respondents’ first
three elections persist and indeed increase after the addition of the further controls. Franklin
qualifies the ‘footprint theory’ by acknowledging that the effects of lower competition on
those entering the electorate will only last if that lower competition persists.38 If so, this
implies that the footprint should be deepest on those who are imprinted to vote when young,
and who may continue to do so regardless of lower competition as they grow older. Yet New
Zealand’s generational differences appear more likely to open up after people begin voting,
38 Franklin, Voter Turnout and the Dynamics of Electoral Competition, p. 168.
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and widen most when generations enter their 40s. Rather than among new voters, the reasons
for generational differences in New Zealand may need to be investigated when individuals
enter their late 20s and 30s. By contrast, there remains some evidence that new voters have
responded to the more competitive conditions of MMP and are more likely to turn out to
vote. But, again, this finding is not robust when the models are further extended.
What are the reasons for the generational footprints of lower turnout? Only in one of
the models are some of these close to being accounted for, and the differences open up
again rather than close when social structure enters the picture. As discussed above, a
broader context of generational experience that cannot be directly estimated in the models
is one possibility. And even though psychologists report that those in their early adult
years are more likely to acquire lasting values and behaviour, habits can be learned and
unlearned throughout a lifetime. More explanatory variables are needed to penetrate this
mystery. Unfortunately, limited data from the period before system change in New
Zealand may prevent its full exploration.
APPEND IX : THE DATASET S , FURTHER VAR IABLE DEF IN I T IONS AND SUPPLEMENTARY
TABLES
The series of elections covered is not continuous until 1987, but includes six under the SMP system
(1963, 1975, 1981, 1987, 1990 and 1993) and four under MMP (1996 onwards). The last of the six
models excludes the 1963, 1981 and 1987 elections because of the absence of codes for Maori
respondents in 1963 and 1981, and information about birth elsewhere for the 1963, 1981 and 1987
elections. The 1963 and 1981 studies were not national samples, but based on electoral districts that
were chosen to simulate a national sample, albeit somewhat lighter in rural areas.
Within each election, weights were applied for age and gender, Maori electorates (oversampled in
1996, 2002 and 2005), university education and vote/non-vote on a registration/enrolment base from
census data and official election results. Unweighted sample Ns for each election were as in Table A1.
There are various sources for further information on the survey data.39 Alternative versions of the
models were run weighting turnout on an age-eligible basis. Findings were not appreciably different.
TABLE A1 The Election Studies
Date N
Victoria University 1963 1555
Victoria University 1975 1604









39 Clive Bean, ‘An Inventory of New Zealand Voting Surveys 1949–1984’, Political Science, 38 (1986),
172–84; Jack Vowles, ‘The New Zealand Election Study’, Political Science, 52 (2000), 150–7; Jack Vowles,
Peter Aimer, Jeffrey A. Karp, Susan A. Banducci, Raymond Miller and Ann Sullivan, Proportional
Representation on Trial: The 1999 Election in New Zealand and the Fate of MMP (Auckland: Auckland
University Press, 2002); Vowles et al., eds, Voters’ Veto, and at http://www.nzes.org.
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Alternative versions were also run weighting theNs of all elections equally. Yet as the inferences to be
drawn in the models are individual-level, it was determined to leave the electionNs as in the originalNs
for the various studies, remaining as distributed in the Table A1. Nor were robust standard errors for
clustering applied, for similar reasons. As the datasets were weighted to represent actual turnout pat-
terns at each election, the estimates for election-level variables, the standard errors of which would be
adjusted, are not in question. What remains in question is their influence as controls on the estimates of
other variables that are subject to sampling error at the individual level.
Table A2 reports the results of the constituency regressions discussed in footnote 32. Note that
the Maori electorates are excluded as they form a distinct sub-system combining low turnout with
low competition until more recent elections under MMP (in particular, 1996 and 2005).
Dependent Variable
No Vote5 1, Vote5 0. Voting was validated against the marked rolls for all election studies from
1990 onwards.
Vote Validation
The NZES codes the votes of both respondents and non-respondents from the marked master rolls
held in electoral offices around the country. In checking of the 2008 validation file, to their dismay
NZES analysts found more non-voters than official tables indicated, to an extent well outside
expected sampling error. Further investigation indicated that the numbers of special voters in the file
was too low. Special votes are those cast by voters outside their normal electorates on or before the
day of the election. From further checking, it was confirmed that in some electoral offices the
information has not been fully transferred to the marked rolls. The numbers involved could be up to
3–4 per cent of enrolled voters in the electorates affected. While this seems small, because response
rates of non-voters are lower than those of voters, on worst case assumptions special voters could
make up, on average, as many as 25–30 per cent of respondents coded as non-voters in those
electorates where the problem occurs. Investigation of the 2002 and 2005 validation files found
similar errors, fortunately to a lesser degree. In the samples, the electoral offices most likely failing
to provide a full master roll for inspection can be identified by the extent of their deviation from the












1963 10.37 0.02 0.10 2.37 10.55 No Yes
1975 17.14 0.00 0.00 4.22 11.79 No No
1981 9.49 0.08 0.47 2.03 11.57 No* No
1987 10.36 0.14 0.61 2.58 11.54 Yes Yes
1990 14.99 0.07 0.39 2.69 15.21 No No
1993 14.86 0.09 0.39 2.63 10.98 No Yes
1996 13.47 0.00 0.00 4.06 13.33 No Yes
1999 15.18 0.07 0.32 2.99 13.30 Yes Yes
2002 20.15 0.08 0.44 2.66 14.69 Yes Yes
2005 17.20 0.08 0.35 2.84 12.85 Yes No
Time t21
1975 16.95 0.09 0.45 4.23 10.93 No No
1981 9.49 0.10 0.53 2.03 10.61 No* No
1990 9.49 0.10 0.54 2.69 11.54 No No
2005 16.95 0.09 0.45 2.84 14.69 Yes No
* In 1981 Labour won slightly more votes than National, but fewer seats.
Source: New Zealand elections district level data, http://www.jackvowlesdomain.co.uk/nzelect.html.
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official tables. For 2005, seventeen electorates had to be dropped from the sample, and for 2002,
thirteen.40 While some electorates in which the problem exists may remain in the sample, the damage in
terms of miscoding is almost certainly reduced to acceptable limits. The number affected in 2008 is
larger, one reason why the 2008 NZES is not available for analysis here. The electorates in which
electoral offices failed to complete the master roll had no obvious characteristics, except that in 2005
they included six out of the seven Maori electorates. Alternative models that retained another three of
the least biased Maori electorates were no different from those with only one, reported in the models
above. Models were also run on self-reported turnout. These were broadly similar and, where different,
the differences were minor and of no theoretical relevance. Self-reported turnout was rejected as an
alternative approach because of the small number of nonvoters recorded in some of the samples:
validation, when accurate, normally approximately doubles the non-voter sample in the NZES.
Independent Variables
Age cohorts and age: Generations are defined from year of birth as explained in the body of the text,
and life cycle effects from age at the time of interview.
Country margin: Absolute value of percentage difference between National and Labour vote shares
at the election in question (t), and the one before (t21).
District margin: Absolute value of percentage difference between first and second electorate vote
shares in the district in which people at that location would have been voting at the election in
question (t) and the one before (t21).41 Where boundary changes took place, codes were available
for both new and old electorates, so respondents were classified in terms of experience at that
locality of competition at the previous election, rather than, where electoral boundaries changes
took place, in terms of the t21 margin calculated from voting data from the previous election
redistributed into the new boundaries. All aggregate-level estimates based on t21 must, of course,
use this method, but that used here is more accurate in terms of reflecting most voters’ actual
experiences at the previous election. The exception was 1963, where no 1960 boundary codes were
available. Data from the 1960 boundaries for the constituencies in question were used; but, of the
four in question, only one was marginally affected by the changes.
SMP: Elections 1993 and before51, Elections 1996 and after 0.
New voters: Identifies respondents in the various samples eligible to vote in one of their first three
elections on grounds of age at the time of the election.
Competition ‘footprints’: (1) The average of absolute percentage differences between the first and second
parties nationally over the first three elections for which respondents were eligible to vote, and (2) the
average of the averages of absolute percentage differences between first and second parties across all
electoral districts over the first three elections for which respondents were eligible to vote.
Average turnout Elections 1–3: Average of age-eligible turnout for the first three elections at which
respondents were eligible to vote.
Probability Estimates
Calculations of minimum–maximum probabilities and the data in Figures 3and 4used spost’s prchange
and prvalue procedures in STATA/IC 10.1.42 To estimate age cohort probability effects, all age cohort
effects but the one in question were set at 0, all other variables at the mean. This more accurately
estimates the percentage difference against the residual category, where all the cohort variables are 0. All
variables including the cohort variables were set at means for the calculation of other effects. For the
predicted probabilities, interacted variables were set at 0, or at main effect means, when appropriate.
40 The electorates dropped, identified by the codes used in the datssets, can be found at http://
www.jackvowlesdomain.co.uk/dropped_electorates.html.
41 Note that electorate vote, not party vote shares, was used under MMP.
42 See http://www.indiana.edu/, jslsoc/spost.htm; and J. Scott Long and Jeremy Freese, Regression
Models for Categorical Outcomes Using Stata, 2nd edn (College Station, Tex.: Stata Press, 2005).
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